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-dter-Base Recognitien_of_PerceptualPatte
Harmonic Dictation Exercises

Fred:T:"Hokstetter
UniVersity,of Delaware

"- Abstract -

r 'g .the 1975-76acadetit year stud- pp:Ise data was saved for

i
a groupiof seventeen freshman music ma ors a worked through

fiftee- units harmonic dictation e dediSe --A4 on the
.4_

University of Delaware's: syst . .
the studept_data-..-,

_ .__ 1,

base led to 'the identification of even confusiorOtendendies,Which.

based tile Perception of basi line confusions; COnfusions by

inversiondonfusions by chard fpctidn; confu ions by chord quality,

unperceived sevenths, unpercepied6Ots; and faVorite response_

conthSions .;The.fevel of'student,adhieVetent On:individual harmonies

'. was found to. be highly correlated with the percentage 'OE _tithes these

harmonies are asked in the curi/Culdm.

- Introduction -

During the 1974-75,academic year a computer-based dictation system

called GUIDO was dev lopedat the University of, Delaware: GUIDO is an

acronym for.Graded nits for Interactive Dictation,Operation,.named
after Guido'd'Are zo, the eleventh century musician and music' educator

who invented theistaff and established the principles-of solmization.

The learning st tions in 'this system consist of .digital synthesizers

through whicb, e compufer plays dictation exercises, and high.-speed

iraphics.term nals which frisplay'musical notation, ask questions, and

record stude t responses.

),
-Ithas, usly beenePbrted_howaniexperimert was run tO

determine the mpact,of this system n student achievement'in harmonic

diCtatio- (H6fstetter, 1975). Ad periment was conducted with a

,freshma ear-training class during he 1974-75 academic year During

the fi st semesier,.all 33 student received'the same course of

inStr9 tion in ear-training; with all drillzand=practice done in the

tape laboratory: At the'beginni g of the second semester, the class

was andomly split into two grou s; 17 students'were'assigned to an

exp = rimental GUIDO group'Which practiced ear-training-at,the,computer

ter nals,;aidt 16 students were 'assigned to a control..TApHgroiip which

pr cticed in the tape Iaborato y. .At,the end of the first semester

( efore the imPlementation of UIDO), the mean harmonic'dictation

oreS of the GUIDO and'IME- roups were 77; percent and 16 percent,

espectiveli; At theend of he expert lent' the mean score$ were_86

ercent for'the GUIDO grqup' d 75 percent for the TAPE group. The

results of a t-testeapplied o)the GUIDO and TAPE scores at the end ofd
the expefiment indicate that the-difference betuteen the two groups is

:Significant at the -.0.Ieve



The second phase of this project his been to use the regord-keeping
features of the GUIDO System to identify perceptual patterns in
harmonic dictation exerciaes;( As:theSttUenta wotk'through:the
dactatiOn,units, GUIDO collects informatiJn on how the-students respond
to -each individual'itet in the dication exerciSes;-'' tDutingthe 1975-76

f-acadeMicyeari records were saved for A class of seventeen freshman
majors at the University-of Delaware. TheThee dictation exercises were-

taken4ramtheHenward (1969)'Workbook in Ear-Training. .'The reaulting/
stud At records constitute a complete-data baseof student PeSponSea
given during the Course of Benward!sharmOnic dictation exercises.

is the purpose Of-the_present study.to analyze the±data,base and-to ,

report patterns_ of student.learning which can be Aisceihed:-/there

-..Procedures =
7

The experiment was conducted in the cefiteit of the activ
normally associated with freshmanear -training'courses. Thy

met in class for two hours each week with the insteuctor, ft

practiced dictation exercises on.their own time for an ad 0,44 't140

hours -each week. The seventeen students participating in tills
experiment did the additional practice at the computer t, nal

GUIDO system normally allows the. students to°select ts of

dictation exercises which they want to practice. I t phe

choice of dictation units was controlled so that all stud nts rece
the same sequence of harmonic dictation exercises. The's quence

given in Table 1, which ,shows the unit numbers and co ent of the

harmonic dictation units: In order that the student' ponse da

could be interpreted in a single key with respect to.on tonic,

experiment was limited to non-modulating dictation e

Table 1

Harmonic Dictation Units InclUded in the

Sequence
Number

Benward Harmonin
4.

Unit: Number'.

-
_i_ ,

Con--
L :

1

2

3

4

5

6.

7

8
9

10
11

5

'-.

:

,

3A
4B :

4E
5B
5D
6A
6B
61

:,7C

8B
8D ;

9D

10A
11A
J2D

Z.

'

I and V
4V, and VI
Ii, V, and V
I,-- IV,, Vi- a I16.

I,. -.Iii; yi a . AtII6

-V-
11 t--fki-1

fan:I I

I,,IV; V; ,cV-/Iii-6 _

1, fv,:17 1.:Vi0
.1, II, IV, 4, and. VII6
I, II,.'/!V If;i -and vit6

1, it --./ ea 17116. , .

.I;:.I4 - Vi:.V7 and V ... -

4 , V,' 1.77: and VI

4 Vj-Vi V7; VI;,_ -1 dyII6

I., III, IV, V,:_V7 V4 and ViT6



(

The 'GUIDO system alsO normally allows the stndents to select the

.order in which they answer harmonic dictation ,questions. In this study

the order was controlled-so ttlat-all-student§-were-reqnfred-ro-answer
Romad numerfils first, then soprano find bass lines: The GUIDO system

saved all student responses to each harmony played in the dictation
exercises. If the students got a harmony wsong, they were allowed to
continue working until they got it right. In this study only the first

, response to each harmony was considered foi Analysis.

- Results =

In cider tb determine the overall, pattern of student responses to
the harmonic-dictation exercises, cross tabulatiOns were made for each
harmonic dictation unit and for the complete set of all 15 units. By

studying,the cross'tabulations for each individual unit a summary of.
_student achievement was obtained for evil harmony-in the dictation
exercises.. Given in Table 2, &it% Summary shows, the units in which

each harmony was asked, the unitsin Which students Showed mastery in
the identificatiod of individual harmonies, and the units in which
Students-consistently gave the same wrong-answer to a gl.Ven harmonY.
Harmonies were considered to be mastered ifthe students answred -

Correctly at least 70% of the time on the first try. i0% was.the grand

;pearl for all students on all. exerciSeSin the curriculum. Consistent

wrong answers were defined to be those WhIch were given at least 2O% of

the timer At t14 bottom of the table are iiven the mean -coreslor

each unit. The range is from alow of 59 ip'unit 2 to igh of 132 it
/ .

units 6 and 14.

SeVral response patterns can be seen in Table: 2.J'irst, there are-
those harmonies whith Are_qa±tkly_tiastered at the beginning of the '

Curriculum and are.not subSequently_confused with other harmonies;

TAse are.Ii i; N, and viig. Second, thereatehatMOties which after

their initial mastery: are subsequently confused_with other harmonies.

These are I6 which is confusedwith-rin unit 13; i6 which1S cbtfUSe

-With i in unit 7- IV which is confused with ii6 in unit 9; IVb Ohithis

confused with ivb in unit'12 and with vi in unit 15; iv which is

confused with IV in unit 8_and,iig ift:,utit'9; and V6 which is confused

with vii6 in units7, 8, 10, 11, and 12 and with V7 in'unit 13. Third,:

there ale those.harmonies which are mastered after some initial

difficulty and aremot Subsequently confused with other hattOhieS..
TheSe ate-It_ and iv6.:-Fourth; there are those harmoties which'ere never

mastered. These are 11 which is-consistently confused with V; ii whith'

iecopfused with'riig_and ii6 which is_tonfused with IV; and iig

whithis confused With IV and'iv;_iii6whith is confused with V; V7

which is confuged_with V;:Vgwhich is tonfused,with V6; T4twhich is

confused with and VI:Which is confused with iig.addii.; Finally

theie are the-harmonies ifi and vi which, are not presented until -the end.

of the curriculum but which are nevertheless'immediately mastered.

195



Table 2

Summary -of Student AthievementLin :Harmonic ,Pictat on' Exercise's.
°

Roman.

Numeral

V

Harmonic Dictatiart ;Units..
2 3 6 .,'I 11 12 13 14 . 15.

*

*

v i°6 IV,

ITV IV

I V

iv

<

.1 . .

vi

I

,
A . ,

* * . * *.
.

*,

vile)6 vii viig v7

V V

V6 V6

- -
- - = ii? ii

- -

6

*

6 ...A

SD

.74 .59 464 a 71 76 82 ;75. ;73 ;68 .78 .61 .82. .71

;44 ;49 .48 .45 .46 .3g .4'3 .44 .47 41 .44 .49 449 .39 I.' ; 4 5,,

Key : 'means a hariony was not 'asked in a giVen unit.
" * "means. a harMony was correctly ,answered more than 70% of the-

time. ,
6

RoMan numerals are given when they are. confused with the' - correct

answer more than -20% of the time.

6
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Tabli 3 contains a cross 'tabulation of correct answers. and student
responses for all of the. harppnie dictation units. Examination of this

'table leads to the;identification of seven ,principles of chord
confusion which account for 111 of the student,errors which occur at
'least 10% pf the,iime. _Errors occurring-less than 10% of the time are
not discussed in this. paper. The percentages of times the students gave
correct answers are found' on.the diagonal line drawn on the table. The

other, numbers in: the table ihdicate the percentages of the times wrong
answers were given:,These' are, categorized by seven' symbols drawn around

the numbers corresponding to the seen principles of chord confusion
.which are describedas follows:

Trinciple lOn: Bass Line Confusions.-,The most common confugion'
tendency involves chords which have the same bass notes. The

percentages: Of,confusions according to this principle have been circled'
is often confused with iii6, while it is confused with

-V. It has been generally believed that tonic six-four chords areoften
konfused,wfth dominant. chords. The data in Table 3 indicates that this.

j is MIchmpre true of the minor *than it is of the major It, which is
actually confused more often with iii6 than it is with V.

confused with viig, 'a chord with the same bass. note but with

different harmonic function. ii6 is confused with. IV, and iig is

confused with iv. These pairs of chords share the same bass notes, and..

'they have the same subdominant. harmonic function. iii is confused with

16 and iii6 with It. These pairs ofchords share two common notes,
although they 'have, dissimilar harmonic functions. is also confused
with V, supportingthe theory-that it can function as a dominant
substitute.

V43 is confused' alchord with the same bass note but wieh a

rich different harmonlEtfunction. X2 :is similarly tonfused with ii6

d iig, and also with IV, chords with the same bass notes and.with
oe.

subdominant functions.
)

Principle Two 'Confusions by inversion. Only three chord
confusions occurred under this principle whereby the correct Romart
fiumeral is answered with,the wrong inversion. 1'`O was coased with

"iv6 with iv, and V6 with'V. f} square has been drawn around the
0percentages of these confusions in TOIe 1. rt has generally been
-believedthat,confusions-.of this type can occur on.any degree of the

scalet and 'in any'mode. The data in Table 3 show that this principle

affects only i6, iv6,l'and V6.

.2erinciple.Three: Confusionby dhord:FunctiOn. Four Wthe
-,

confusions discussed underptinciple_one; ccnfuSionsi: can

also be classified Undeprinc,iiilel'thi#e d.c64fuSihne!bY Chord , _

fundtion;.namely, it 4nd_Vjdominant), (suhdoMinant)i. iig

and iv (subdominant), andiii6 and7V (datitlant): CohfUsions Under

principle three haVeben.marked.Wieh a7'"'"*A"injable"3.Noticeably
absent from the list of confUsions 'under thisfprinciplele:the7chord
substitute vi "for I;

-0



TABLE 3
Cross Tabulation of.Correci Answers and Student Resinnses for

All Harrntiglc Dictation Units; Numbers Given in the Matrix
are Rercentagesof the times the Student Responses were Given .

I

C#3

cs is
iL
tal Il
CC

Z I
444
C4= i
co

II

ii

lie

lie

ill
.

1V

IV6

iv

le
V

V6

V7

VI

V i

V42

Vila

CORRECT ANSWERS -

1 16 1: i: 1 1 V -ii:
,

ill iii6
.

IV IV iv IV6 V

.

i f 6 92 .-.-9t V tfl ti .vii:

5 10\
1 65

1 -
.

4

2 6

1 3

-
5

33 3

.\\..

ylis
yarn

/A\
Ilia

-
1 -

2

- -40.

70 4

X
4

4

1 9

-

-

4

4

-
-

2 4

6 4

- -

65 7 -

.\\
/ N

3 4 64 s\7 , 41

\..
5 12 78

3 1

1

- 6

.

4

...

1 -

,-

-

-
6

- - 4

- 1

\
' 21

. _ __

.4' -

13

- -
N \- 73

1

-

- 1

8 7

I

- -.

-

13 6' _ ,\
61 -

N..
1 41 -
1

"
--A 39 t

) 2

__

4 4

i

/ \
. .

11

582 2 3

i °there 2 1 2
,

f - I

ly 6 74718 660 74 2330 364 156 180 226 122 152 _90 494 114 384 114 2858 49t,L1 138 - 30 . 40. 38 292 936

N%_ 5.2 0.6 18 3 2.9 1.2 1 44 1 8 10' 12 07 34 09 30 0.9 224 .3 9..\ 1'1 03 0 .3 0 3 2.3 7.3

' "Others" are.responses that were not in thalist of possible answers.
"N" is the number of times the chord,was asked.

c"141%" is the percentage of times the chord was asked.

198 8
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0 = Bass Line Confusions
Confusions by Inversion

O = Confusions by chord function
V = Confusions of chord quality

. D = Uipercelved seventh
= Unperceived root



Principle. Four:, Conftisions Of Chord "Quality., char two examples e_
the donfusion! of chord-quality were- fpund, namely, the. donfUsion, of. IV6-

-and §_,tv and These Itave been_marked with a V !'. in Table .3.-

Principle Five: Unpetceived Seventh. In the perception of the V7

chord and its first inversion a common problem was that_students _clid not
recognize the presence of the seventh. They confused 'V7 with_ V, and lig

with , These confusiohs have been identified by a " " Table 3.

Principle Six: UnperCeived.Root., 50% of the time students confused
Vi with .vii-; .the spelling of which 'is identical to a V minus the root.
This confusion has been marked With a " 4 " in Table 3;

;Principle Seven: Favorite Response. The :six ,principles_ given above

account for all of the pereentages in Table 3 greater than 10% except
for one, namely, the coofusloh of iv6 and V. These two -harmonies -have ,

no notes in common,' and their functions are 'most dissimilar. The onlii

explanation for this confuSIon is' that V was the most frequently used'.
wrong response in the data ,b'aSe , and if studentS did not have any idea

what to name a harmony, their- most freque;nt guess was V.

The last two rows of Table 3 give' the number 'tires each harmony

was asked throughout the curriculum; and the percentage ,of times each

harmony was asked, respeetively.- A wide variation- exists in the

percentages which' range from ..3% -far inVersj.ons of V7 to 19% for the

tonic triad. This variation led to ;the :question of whetiher the number

of times a harmony is asked is relAted.to the percentage of times that

harmony ifs answered correctly A product. moment correlation was done

for each unit and for the whole population baSed on the percentage of
times each .,chord was asked and the percentage of -ames each chord was

correctly answered. Table 4'''-contains the resulting correlation

coefficients: The high correlations found in most units indicate that
students do better on harmonies which are asked a lot., It stindS to

reason that harmonies which are asked more and therfore kacticed more

will be learned better than those which are asked less frequently.
Therefore; one way of increasing seudent achievement of the diEficult
harmonies may be to increase the percentage of. times they are asked,.

a.



Tab1d 4

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the Percentage of Corre
for EachHarmonT'with the Percentage -of tiMes Each Harmony .Wa -Asked -in
Each Unit and in the Whole Population.

A!riswerS.:.

Unit
.'. Cokrelation

'Coefficient

..

Content

.

. \

1
2 .

3

4

5
6
7'
8 :.'

9' o

10 :

. 11
_12

13
14
15'

..

1. 99

.95

.57

.66'

.66

45.
.44
.76

;36
:.:.51.

..66

.79

.52

.66
..86

'

I and: V

I, V; ah&iVII6' ',

I,' V, and V116 ::

I, IV,. V, and VII6 ''

I; IV, V, and .VII6
s .I, IV, V, and VII0 .-

I- IV -; V- ana, vII6I, ., _3,

.

: I, IV, V, and VII6 ,

_ I, 1, .IX, V, and VII6
Ii_II, IV, Vi, -and VII§

I; II,t IV; V-, , and V116 ,

I, II, 1Vi,SV7 and V116
I; II, IV V, V7, and VII6 _

I, II, IV, Vi. V7, VI and V116
Ii: IA 'III,. IV; V, 10'; VI, and VII6,

.

.

All:157Uhit s
, ..

.65
.

All Harmonies.

considering the data included in this study fiye observations can be
made about the design, of Benward's haimonic dictation exercises. First,
the_ average scorefox-all seventeen students in all fifteen units is vm.
The means of the individual uniis range from 59% to 82%. The level or
difficulty is fairly consistent throughout the gtrricultm,.

Second, especially noteworthy is the immediate mastery of the
harmonies' iii and vi, which are not introduced until"-the end of the
curriculum. Benward has dohe an exceptional jOb 14 designitiethe
curriculum in such a;way 'that these harmonies are. learned sb quickly. .

'Third, a weakness in the:"curriculuth:.concernCthoSe 'harmonies which' -'. :.

.;,are never:inaOteted.' These e 4, '1.1;:ii; iig, V7; and theinVeksions
1 ofi.V7. The -product mom orrelations indicate that one way :of .._

- -:-/ ;

'improving student . perfo mice' of 'these chords may be, to increase the
frequency of 'their .oCCurence'in the Cnkr,lculuip.



Fourth, there is no One confusion Pattern which.;:; aipt
hatmoniesi:on_the Contrary, the,confusion patterns aresq.ective. Ba

confOgions affect.fhe,perception of the.tIihic ailt4Tout7Ohords,\th.

first ifiversions'of the supertonic Chordsi,,both.toot posit Ops and:
-first inversions Of.tile:mediant chordsi the second azid third
inversions'of the dominant seventh chord: -ColifusiOhs:by inverSiciA.-

affett._tbe perception of only three. chords;
Confusions by,'Chord-fundtioniaffectthe perception of sixfouts;'
superfonici_mediantiand dOminant:chords;they±d6:not occur in
subdominant, subMedianii and:leadingtOne:ch-otds. Confusions of

iT #quality: Peeptionof root:PoSitiOn tonic triadSvand'first
inversion subdominant ttiadS; InvetSions of the dominant seventh
chotds are affected by unperceived: roots and unperceived sevenths.. The
instructv's manual of the Benwardtext'includesSections in which
teaching-techniques-are'diScussed.: It may be helpful to include;iq
these sections information regarding the confusion patterns detected in
thiFstudy so that instrugtors can watch 'fr them and warn their'
students:about them,. Additiodal: units could be spedifiCany designed to
give more practice' in theAcorOatoh areas. % '

The continuation of thissstudy will seek to determine not .only the.
perceptual patterns'discernible'id'existisg harmonic dictation series;:

but also the, best way of organizing dictation exercises:. This wiirbe
pursued through- the gradual cycle of;design, evaIution,,and redesign
which hasibegunin the. University of -Delaware's bUIDO project: The

perception of intervals, melodies, cord' lities, and.rh3khms, ate,also

. under investigation 'in -an attempt tO; re e what,Aiivin,(1971)

identified as a very impor;tant goal,Of titer.-based educka4on, namely;

"to define the optimal sequential ordering of
modules."

t,
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